Introduction
The practice of clinical medicine requires an understanding of complex physiological systems at both the cellular and higher anatomic levels. Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) are current methods used to visualize cellular structures.
Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy
Widely used in the biological sciences, CLSM is used to provide non-invasive optical sectioning of intact tissue in vivo, with high image resolution (Pawley 2006) . When compared to conventional microscopy, CLSM offers significant advantages, including a controllable depth of field, the elimination of image degrading out-of-focus information, and the ability to collect serial optical sections from thick specimens (Pawley 2006; Wilhelm et al., 1997) . However, a key tradeoff of CLSM is that it is reliant on light, which ultimately limits its degree of magnification and resolution, and may be problematic when attempting to visualize extremely detailed biological structures (Alhede et al., 2012) .
Scanning Electron Microscopy
Another visualization technology in the biological sciences is SEM. SEM is used widely in clinical medicine, from neurobiology evaluating neuronal cell growth to regenerative medicine focusing on nerve repair (Mattson et al., 2000; Guénard et al., 1992) . When compared to traditional light microscopy, SEM offers a greater depth of field, allowing for more of a specimen to be in focus at one time. In addition, SEM provides a much higher image resolution, meaning that closely spaced specimens can be magnified at much higher levels (Purdue University 2014). While CLSM is better suited for visualization of general structures, SEM is superior when a higher magnification is needed, and when attempting to visualize the spatial relationships between cells (Alhede et al., 2012) . However, while SEM may provide superior image resolution it cannot be used in vivo, which ultimately limits its application in both clinical medicine and medical training.
zStack Datasets and MRI/CAT Scanning in Medical Imaging
If CLSM data allows for in vivo use but is ultimately limited by its resolution, and SEM allows for superior resolution but cannot be performed in vivo, then modern 3D imaging techniques allow for new possibilities for in vivo medical visualization at the nanometer scale. These new advances in medical visualization rely on medical imaging technologies such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed axial tomography (CAT). These imaging technologies allow for extremely high image resolution of clinical specimens (Diffen.com 2014) . These images can be "stacked" by combining multiple images taken at different levels of focus (Condeelis 2010) . This technique allows for greater depth of field (the Z-plane, ergo Zstacking) than originally apparent in the individual source images. Focus stacking is valuable, as it allows for the creation of images that would be physically impossible to capture with normal imaging techniques. Also of critical importance, is that these medical imaging technologies can be performed in real time on in vivo specimens (University of Houston 2014). While the use of zStack data sets in medical imaging holds tremendous promise, one of its limitations, despite providing real time imagining of in vivo tissue, has been its application in clinical medicine.
Interactive, User-centric, Augmented Reality Visualization of Cellular Structures
To fully leverage the tremendous advances in medical imaging and resolution offered by zStack data sets and MRI/CT data in medical education and clinical medicine, it is necessary to develop new systems to more effectively connect users with this information. Advances in interactive 3D graphics and augmented reality offer novel data-fusion approaches that allow for users to meaningfully interact in an immersive environment, while achieving unparalleled high-resolution visualization (Chiew et al., 2014) . This article is the first report of a software prototype that allows users to interact in real-time with high-resolution cellular models using GLASS © technology.
Prototype Procedure and Pipeline for Developing Neuronal Model
The procedure, as illustrated below in the overall process graphic (Figure 1 ), starts with obtaining data in the form of "stacks" of voxel, based on imaging derived from CSLM. This information is then input into a software application, called FIJI, via an algorithm, which creates a 3D surface rendering of the zSTACK information based on theoretical in vivo samples. Initially, Imaris was the first choice of software for creating 3D renderings of the zStack data, however, FIJI was subsequently used, based on the National Institute of Health's development and support of this open source software.
Figure 1. Overall Procedure Graphic
The cellular image selected was considered suitable, due to the clarity of the subject matter (Figure 2 ). The stack of pixel based images was opened and viewed as a flat 2D stack of images, which can be evaluated much like a stack of voxel based CT images, using software such as a PAC's viewing workstation. To view the image in a 3D environment, a 3D surface volume rendering was created using the 3D viewer plug-in for FIJI, via ImageJ. The 3D view was then calculated by the FIJI surface rendering algorithm, using the PLUG-INS drop down menu. This converts the pixel-based stacked images into a 3D volume, utilizing voxels. Once a 3D surface volume rendering was created, the image could be viewed and manipulated using a 3D surface based representation of a point cloud mesh, created by the software of a specified surface or resolution, within the zStack data set (Figures 3 to 6). The objective in this initial stage was to obtain usable 3D meshes that could be imported into UNITY. Imaris was used to develop 3D volume renderings. This was important, as UNITY is a game engine (simulation platform) that allows Augmented Reality interactivity with the 3D image and permits for development across multiple platforms, including Android and iOS. To accomplish this, the images needed to be in a quadrangulated .obj format so that they could be imported into UNITY smoothly, without limiting functionality within the simulation platform (UNITY 5; Figures 7 and 8). At least two levels of resolution (four resolution meshes are optimal) are needed to create an interactive experience within the Augmented Reality output. These two distinct meshes would independently have interaction added to each of them within UNITY. Optimally, four levels of resolution were desired as output models from FIJI. These levels of resolution would correlate with internal cellular structures (e.g., cell membrane, organelles, etc.). The first level of resolution was the outermost surface volume. This first resolution is set at a high threshold to provide the lowest possible resolution that will ultimately translate to the most interior portion of the overall volume of the neuron. The threshold function can be modified in certain software, to give further resolution of a distinct region of interest within the surface volume, based on specific structures of the subject.
In the end, all four resolution meshes were obtained by simple inspection of imaging and adjustments within the threshold function and set to be exported as triangulated meshes, based on the surface volume rendering of each resolution. When importing the initial zStack data, set surface volume must be selected prior to volume rendering. Once surface is selected, the threshold for each volume can then be adjusted with the 3D viewer plug-in. For real use inside engine software (UNITY 5), models must conform to the edge flow theory of 3D modeling. Without this consideration, the resulting imported mesh straight would result in a point cloud triangulated mesh, which is virtually unusable for producing a functioning prototype. Figures 7 and 8 depict the exported mesh in its original triangulated topology, compared to the final, usable, retopologized, quadrangulated mesh models.
One of the major challenges of this project centered on exporting point cloud triangular meshes from FIJI into UNITY. The complexity of a triangulated mesh does not permit existing mathematics to be run quickly enough by any current 3D software to make triangulated meshes usable beyond the function of simple rendering. To compute the full mesh of a volume, the software will calculate its overall volume by connecting the X, Y, and Z points with a triangle. The surface is then covered volumetrically to form an outer shell or "mesh" based on the volume of a given object. This process creates a mesh which can then be "understood" by a 3D animation and rendering software. This challenge was overcome through a process known as retopologizing, which allows for the creation of a quadrangular mesh that could be exported directly from the CLSM data.
Exporting into MAYA
Once the triangulated mesh was exported, it was then opened in Maya for a general inspection of the triangulated mesh. The mesh, at each of the four resolutions, was opened in Maya one at a time, in preparation to all be integrated together, after the cleanup and separation was completed. As seen in Figures 9 to 11, there are multiple levels of resolution or threshold aligned side by side from right to left, for comparison. At this stage, the priority was the separation of just one neuron from a complex web of dendrites. Note in Figures 9 to 11 , that the mesh on the far left is the highest level of resolution (i.e., the outermost layer of the neuron or cell membrane). Moving from left to right, each successive level, shows the single neuron separated from the larger mesh of many neurons included in the original zSTACK image. This particular neuron was chosen because of its ability to be separated from the block of neuron axons and dendrites throughout the block of imaged tissue. Once the export is completed, the model was ready to be imported into 3D for retopologization of the mesh. The remaining mesh at each resolution and the target neuron can be seen in Figures 12 and 13 . 
Retopologization
At this stage, each of the four resolutions has been prepared for importation into the 3D coat for retopologizing. The ultimate goal of the procedure is to achieve a retopologized and quadrangulated model, with proper edge flow, that can be used without modeling or handling issues when interactive behaviors are added within UNITY. Analysis of the structure of the 3D volume model is necessary to determine how closely to follow the morphology of the original model. It is necessary to follow the original output of the neuron morphology (original exported triangulated surface mesh) to stay true to the original imaging modality (zStack/FIJI). While the specific procedure will change with each target structure being retopologized and optimized, this is a key step, ensuring that the ultimate model maintains its accuracy.
Importing into UNITY 5
Once the retopologized mesh was completed at each of the four thresholds, the model was ready for exportation from MAYA and importation to UNITY. Bringing the model, at all four thresholds, into UNITY effectively creates a pipeline for interaction within the UNITY simulation platform. UNITY 5 offered the best solution, in terms of providing a simulation environment for the neuron model. Interaction can be added by way of the prepackaged UNITY 5 options and scripts. Furthermore, UNITY 5 conveniently uses a choice of scripting languages (i.e. C#, JavaScript, etc.) which are standard scripting languages used across the commercial game and design developer's toolbox, including Web and OSX, as well as, Android. There are a range of potential ways that this procedure could be further expanded upon.
A brief description of the UNITY translation to augmented reality/virtual reality interaction, highlights possible solutions for further exploration into more complex interactive user features. In UNITY, the model of all four resolutions (four separate models, one for each resolution) of the neuron were imported and placed into a new scene and aligned on a horizontal axis. Several directional lights (set to blue and emission values adjusted per aesthetic) were added to the scene in four locations, just superior to each of the four threshold models, to add a lighting system that would match the final prototype interface. The prototype interface was added in the lower left hand corner as a simple plane, with attributes set to glass as its material. A premade user interface design, created in Adobe Illustrator, was added in the material attribute of the glass plane. This served as a sample interface design. Note that an interactive user interface (GUI) can be added within UNITY as buttons with C# scripting, or direct GUI with C#, to provide functionality. There are multiple options within UNITY to provide a user interface, and each option will vary in interactivity and production complexity. Furthermore, the interactive attributes, such as switching scenes, resetting location, animation triggers, etc. can be applied to the GUI and will also vary in production complexity.
Once the four models, as well as direct lighting, and GUI were placed into the two UNITY scenes, interactive behaviors need to be added to each of the four resolution models. To do this, four sphere colliders were added to the scene and sized proportionally to each neuron threshold. This was the simplest way to provide interaction with the neuron models within UNITY. This approach was used for this prototype to keep the workflow as simple, and direct, as possible so automation of this procedure would be easier to implement if the prototype progressed to Phase 2 of development. Note that this approach is not the only possible workflow to add interaction to the models, and that UNITY offers many solutions to add scripting, triggers, colliders and interaction to models, including Mesh colliders and direct addition of C# scripting, which functions similarly to variable action script (UNITY 2016). The sphere colliders were placed within each threshold neuron model and parented to the corresponding model. Physics were added to each sphere collider though the attributes menu. Drag was set very high, at 1000, and gravity was turned off. Sticky attributes on each of the colliders were also turned on and adjusted per desired effect, to provide more control and prevent "fly off" of structures when the leap motion controller kit was added. The last procedural step to the UNITY file was addition of the Leap Motion controller kit.
For direct-from-imaging-source data integration, the same pipeline is followed without including the retopologizing step. For the purposes of this project, this direct data integration prototype was necessary, to highlight the possible options inherent in the use of a direct-fromsource imaging workflow. While the direct imaging data for each neuron threshold was possible to achieve, the models without retopologizing remain in a triangulated mesh format. This mesh format causes various problems within the simulation platform, such as transparencies in undesirable locations, loss of mesh format when applied to colliders, uncontrollability of objects and system crashes. These issues led the team to determine that while direct-fromimaging-source data is possible to use, further work within software development is necessary to improve UNITY simulation platform integration.
Leap Motion Integration
At this stage the retopologized models and the direct imaging models were loaded to the UNITY platform, into one combined scene. This full UNITY scene has two scenes in one file, and can flip back and forth between the two scenes as layers by using the GUI. The scene was ready for the hand tracking integration, using the Leap Motion controller. A new asset bundle was imported using the Import New Package function, under the Assets menu. The physical controller was plugged into the USB port and placed as per controller specifications. The "play mode" was pressed within UNITY and hands, represented as black talon like representations of the human hand, were now controlled via the Leap Motion controller and its motion tracking algorithm. See Figures 14 to 24 for examples and screenshots of integration with direct and retopologized mesh prototype. 
Technical Directions and Uses
The prototype that was developed for this project has the potential to serve as a launching point for further development across a variety of applications. There are several directions of development that have been considered and planned, as this prototype moves to Phase 2. Phase 2 development will enable the application of this new technology in various fields, from clinical research to educational uses.
From the perspective of medical education, this technology can be applied to simultaneous real-time group usage (where more than one participant would be viewing or investigating the augmented reality/virtual reality structures through the wearable headgear). Additionally, a marker based initiation system (Siltanen 2012) can be implemented through UNITY with Leap Motion and would enable all participants of the group to see the same augmented reality/virtual reality structures from different vantage points in real-time. Full groups of users would be able to access the visual information and interact with it in a real-time scenario in the same location or even multiple locations. If each wearable device were linked to the same system, and accessing the same hardware, real-time individual, yet separate, interaction with visual structures could be achieved. This would allow a group interface and interaction with a single data set in real-time and would have significant educational applications, such as for anatomical education.
Morphology or 3D shape of a visual structure, especially when applied to pathology, cytology and histology, is significant and can be used as a tool of direction and learning on a very complex and deeply layered scale. With this inherent educational value in intuitive investigation of shape and morphology, we can see how the future application and integration of tools and user centric functions within UNITY, such as distance determination and measurement, density visualization and directional determination functions can be applied, increasing the value of this prototype. Simple interaction within the prototype, with hand gestures and motion tracking allowing for measurement of structures, visual inspection of region of interest and investigation of specific groups of structures, can be added to this procedure without excessive amounts of production time. This simple user functionality would increase the usability of the technology within research and educational platforms that rely heavily on structural morphology and shape.
A "4D" or time-lapse function could be added relatively simply within UNITY through UNITY's animation system, Mecanim (UNITY 2016) . This function could allow the user to interact with a running animation of a time-lapse cycle of cellular and molecular processes. It is this research team's opinion that if the addition of the above proposed functionality (distance interpretation, density visualization and directional measurements) were integrated within our prototype, more information could be gained toward the understanding of not only cellular pathways and cellular resolution mechanics, but potentially of molecular dynamics.
Future Software Development Directions and Uses
Looking ahead to fully automating the procedure presented here should be the highest priority when approaching new software development and implementation in combination with, or in addition to, the software used in this prototype. While the previous section describes achievable solutions and extensions of the procedure, implementation of further testing and quantitative and qualitative data collection of the benefits of the prototype could begin in a medical education setting.
The addition of selection functions, per region of interest, by touch interaction with 3D structures would be a monumental leap forward in the use and manipulation of large data sets related to cellular level research. A touch selection function could potentially be integrated based on vertices of a structural mesh within UNITY, such as a marching cubes algorithm. Marching cubes is a computer graphics algorithm for extracting a polygonal mesh of an isosurface from a 3D discrete scalar field, also known as voxels (Lorensen 1987) . The applications of this algorithm are mainly concerned with medical visualizations within CT and MRI scan data images, and special effects or 3D modeling with what is usually referred to as metaballs or other metasurfaces. An analogous 2D method is called the marching squares algorithm (Nielson 1991; Hansen 2005) . The same touch selection function could be implemented with the Voronoi point seed placement algorithm (Sanchez-Gutierrez et al., 2016; Reem 2009 ). This approach functions similarly to these algorithms and could be added with a deletion or mobility function, meaning that large data sets could be subtracted from, or added to, with simple touch interaction. From a research perspective, with integration of this function, the analysis, grouping and correlation level of study could aid in making large data sets more user friendly (Klauschen et al., 2009 ).
If we are to discuss the possible directions of touch and selection integration, we must also discuss a magic lasso approach to selection in the same fashion (Patterson 2016) . The addition of the intuitive hand gesture magic lasso selection would have some of the same quantitative results with its integration in the user centricity and educational value. If a selection system based on hand motion and generalized "lasso" selection was integrated, the manipulation and investigation of larger sets of data (where more data could be deleted and disregarded quickly) could be executed more quickly and effectively.
Lastly, in terms of the additional functionality for future directions with this prototype, more attention will be given to the integration of education based functions. For example, within UNITY, simple variables, like action scripting if/then functions (UNITY 2016), can be tagged to specific touch interactions. If I touch this portion of a structures mesh, then I receive information pertaining to that specific component of the structure. Interactive hit testing and quizzing can occur in various formats related to structure and anatomy, whereby increasing the learning component associated with 3D structural examination. It is important to note that the GUI created in this prototype was done so to show possible solutions for accessing multiple data sets spanning across multiple cell and tissue types and stored in one central server location. For example, when the user interacts with a touch initiated GUI, UNITY would be able load the new data set within the central scene. Without an instantaneous retopologization function, premade cellular resolution models can be loaded into the UNITY scene from an external server location.
Applications in Medical Education and Clinical Medicine

Histology and Anatomy Education
One of the exciting aspects of this prototype is its potential to radically change how students study cellular histology and anatomy. Research in medical education has previously evaluated the efficacy of earlier forms of augmented reality learning systems in medical education to promote conceptual understanding of dynamic models and complex causality. Studies have confirmed the value of these enhanced learning modalities to foster greater knowledge retention and understanding (Wu et al., 2013; Thomas et al., 2010; Blum et al., 2012) . However, this initial work has focused primarily on anatomy education and surgical simulation, using interactive models, and has not evaluated the potential use of real-time patient datasets obtained from MRI/CT information. Augmented reality technology has the potential to make medical learning less abstract and more realistic.
Neurology and Surgical Planning Applications
The use of zStack data sets in medical imaging has recently seen wide adoption in Neurology. Neurobiology researchers are currently using 3D visualization technology to study and evaluate the reperfusion of neuronal cells, following cerebral ischemia, and to evaluate neuroinflammation and myelin loss. Another area of interest for this technology is related to neurosurgical operation planning. By creating a real-time, interactive, augmented reality model, using a patient's own imaging data, surgeons can work to develop a "flight plan" prior to initiating neurosurgery, to avoid key areas of the brain, providing potential benefits and improved outcomes.
Protein Expression Visualization
Another major clinical application of this technology is in 3D protein expression visualization, allowing for real-time visualization of protein distribution in vivo. Current research has begun to explore the correlation between changes in local protein distributions caused by diseases, such as cancer, Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disorders. Both invasive and noninvasive imaging techniques could provide a more informative and complete understanding of these diseases.
Conclusion
This article serves to report on the development of a working prototype that provides an interactive, user-centric, augmented reality visualization of cellular structures using deconvoluted, zStack datasets. This allows for real-time interactivity of cellular models without sacrificing accuracy.
